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GUEST EDITORIAL

By Ross Collard

Ross Collard
Of Security, Finance
and Other Practical Matters
As guest editor for this issue of STP, I was
asked to select the theme and to recommend
authors. My theme can be summarized as
“topics that intrigue me this month,” which
(I claim) is more an enlightened than a
haphazard assortment. I am proud to bring
you some of the best new thinking in software
security, financial software testing, practical
experiences in performance testing, and
testing centers of excellence.
I have long been concerned by the disconnects
between testers and security specialists. Many
testers simply assume that someone else will test
the security of a system. Their ignorance about
how to effectively apply popular techniques
such as penetration testing is woeful.
Our cover story, “Don’t Leave Security for
Last,” by Carson Sweet, outlines how to build
security into a system. Testers say they cannot
test quality into a system after the system
has been developed or modified. Surprise,
surprise, the same is true for security: We
cannot integrate it as an afterthought.
Carson, a highly respected security expert
with an impressive client list, is CEO and
co-founder of CloudPassage, a hot startup
that provides security tools and services for
companies that operate in the cloud. He
describes CloudPassage’s methodology for
building and maintaining trusted Web-based
systems, though not necessarily in the cloud.
I asked him to limit the scope of his article
because most of us, while intrigued by the
cloud concept, are not ready yet for a discussion
of how to test security in the cloud. You can
contact Carson at carson@cloudpassage.com.
Bernie Berger, author of “Financial Software
Testing: The Heat Is On,” tests sophisticated
financial systems for Wall Street firms.
He discusses distinguishing characteristics
of financial software, and presents challenges
and advice for testers who work in or would
like to enter this testing community, particularly
in light of the current financial climate and
recent financial sector crises. Bernie argues
that because technology and business are
more interdependent in financial services
than in most fields, attaining business
knowledge is an important prerequisite
6
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to testing. How, for example, can we
determine if software is correctly valuing
a futures trading option unless we know
the underlying pricing and risk assessment
models, heuristics and algorithms? Wanna
get rich on Wall Street? Firms like Goldman
Sachs pay extremely well for these skills:
5 times to 20 times typical U.S. tester wages,
in my observation. Bernie explains that
financial systems architecture usually supports
real-time messaging and connectivity, giving
testing in financial services its own flavor. He
also discusses the use of agile and exploratory
methods in financial testing. You can contact
Bernie at bernie@testassured.com.
This issue of STP inaugurates Practical
Performance, a column dedicated to sharing
practical advice for performance engineers.
Column coordinator Dan Downing,
principal consultant at Mentora, Boston,
wrote “Breaking Out: Load Testing With
Java-Based JMeter”; in future issues column
authorship will rotate among Dan and other
expert practitioners who, in addition to
leading performance testing in their respective
companies, share the common threads of being
friends and frequent presenters at WOPR
(Workshop on Performance and Reliability,
http://www.performance-workshop.org).
These experts include: Richard Leeke, software
architect and chief windsurfer at Equinox
New Zealand; Goranka Bjedov, senior QA
engineer at Google in London; and Eric
Proegler, performance testing lead at Hyland
Software, Westlake, Ohio. Send your topic
suggestions to Dan at ddowning@mentora.com.
My article, “Testing Centers of Excellence:
The Big Picture,” follows the February issue’s
case studies, which were contributed by teams
at CA who described their test centers in
India, China and the Czech Republic. Here,
I offer an evaluation of the test center
opportunity and potential concerns.
Those who are actively considering their
test center options no doubt require more
depth than space allows in my article here.
You can find more thorough coverage in
the extended “how-to” guide: Contact me
at ross@rosscollard.com. Q
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ST & PEDIA

The encyclopedia for software testing professionals

When Software Absolutely, Positively Must Work
Have you ever experienced that anxious moment—the one where
the big boss bursts in and screams, “This application absolutely must
work, no ifs, ands or buts!”? Under these circumstances, the traditional
advice usually starts with educating the customer
on the impossibility of complete testing.
For this issue, though, to complement the feature on
testing for financial services, where low-defect software
may just be a critical success factor for the business,
we thought we’d do something different—offer testing
techniques to radically improve software quality.
Code Twice
Given one specification, we hire two developers, or
two teams, to write the software. Then we feed the
same input into both programs and look to see where
the output differs—that’s where the bugs are hiding.

Matt Heusser and
Chris McMahon

This technique can’t eliminate bugs in the requirements, or even
bugs of interpretation. If the requirements are written on paper,
it’s possible the developers interpret the requirements differently
from the way the customer intended. However, if both development
teams and the testers all make the same mistake in interpretation,
we can at least conclude that the interpretation was reasonable.
Matt has taken this approach with some database applications and
complex business logic. For reports testing based on SQL, it can be
a perfectly legitimate approach. It’s also very expensive.
Continuous Code Review/Continuous Testing
“Pair programming” is a practice whereby two developers create
software simultaneously and collaboratively, each reviewing the
other’s work as it is created; “test-driven design” involves creating
a safety net of checks at the developer level. Done well, each of these
techniques can radically improve code quality before a QA or test
professional gets involved.
Model-Driven Testing
Sometimes called “prototyping,” this is the practice of writing
the simplest possible model of a complex algorithm, often in a
simple language, before implementing the algorithm as part of the
production code base. This creates a shared understanding among
team members about how the final version of the code should behave,
and it provides a working oracle for the production code. Inputs to the
model and production code should produce identical outputs.
Maintenance: Capture the Whole Transaction, Rerun It,
Check the Results
Assume our application has some sort of “state”—it’s a database or
a server image, or it produces a text file. We have a “known good”
build along with a large “live’” state, and a second, new build to test.
MaƩ Heusser and Chris McMahon are
career soŌware developers, testers and bloggers.
MaƩ also works at Socialtext, where he performs
tesƟng and quality assurance for the company’s
Web-based collaboraƟon soŌware.

We back up the old system and run some transaction or batch process.
Then we put the build on a restored state and run the batch again.
Next, using a disk compare tool, we examine the results, anticipating
that the things we expected to change will have
changed and vice versa. (Matt did something like this
on telecommunications bills in the late 1990s: With
2,300 accounts, he got relatively good coverage just
by running the bills in batch mode. Chris did this
with a back-end stock trading system as a first pass
at automated tests.)
The advantage of this approach is that it lets us
compare very complex systems without needing
to know any details about the internals of those
systems. The disadvantage is that tracing the reason
for any discrepancy between the systems can be
exceedingly difficult.

Hire an Independent Tester or Test Firm
No, Chris and Matt aren’t looking for consulting work—at least
not today. But we want to acknowledge that as much as the agile
movement took us away from the idea of independent testing, when
it absolutely, positively, has to be correct, it might make sense to hire
someone external to augment your testing, or to do their own testing
from square one.
Like purchasing two different antivirus software systems for a
critical build, an independent test project provides that extra layer of
certainty—an insurance policy of sorts for your most critical projects.
Have the Customer Define ‘Correct’ as an Executable Spec
It’s easy to require that an application “handle errors appropriately.”
But the customer thinks that means “make it work” and the developer
thinks it means “pop up an error message.”
Building an executable specification forces the customer to be
concrete. Having an executable spec doesn’t mean the software will
be bug free or even fit for use, and it won’t predict any of the ways the
software may fail. Executable requirements simply drive the software
to meet an array of happy-path cases, which guarantees a significant
level of quality. They also help integrate the customer into the
development team, contributing testable requirements.
‘…But We Can’t Afford All That!’
Each of these approaches to quality is relatively expensive. And to
some degree, that’s the point—if the top dogs want very high-reliability
software, they have to be willing to pay for it. Likely, they’re not.
Once you’ve shared these options and the powers that be understand
how much each would cost, the conversation will probably change
from perfection, urgency and sloganeering to compromise, risk and
realistic possibilities based on the time and resources available.
That conversation is a much nicer one to have, and a much nicer
place to be. We submit that it’s worth the struggle to get there. Q
www.stpcollaborative.com • 7

By Carson Sweet

By integrating security assurance into
the software lifecycle, you can improve
product quality—and avert disaster!

A

At the peak of the dot-com boom, my firm consulted
extensively for large organizations concerned about
the risks of Internet-based applications. My experience
with one client in particular—we’ll call it Company
X to protect its identity—remains the most palpable
argument for integrating security throughout the
software lifecycle.
Company X contracted with us to assess the security
of its new consumer electronics retail portal. It had
completed application development and the product
had passed all critical QA tests. Our security assessment
was part of a final “sanity check” prior to going live.
But we discovered a major security flaw within hours
of starting the assessment. The application was passing
critical data values, such as userIDs, from page to
page using hidden form fields. An interloper could
assume any Company X customer identity without
authentication simply by changing the values in these
fields and reposting a form. Worse, the consumer e-mail
address was the user-identity key data element, making
it child’s play to access a specific individual’s account.
8
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The inevitable flap ensued, complete with boardlevel demonstrations of the flaws and endless
education on the risks and remediation methods.
Company X concluded that delaying release of
the application to allow time for a major overhaul
would do too much damage to its brand. The
company chose to place some monitoring
controls around the vulnerability and proceed
as planned.
Six weeks later, we received another consulting
request from Company X. Approximately 12,000
customer accounts had been compromised,
resulting in unauthorized online purchases
in excess of $450,000. Ironically, Company X
asked us to help find the persons responsible
for the compromise, not yet grasping its own
accountability for the incident.
We confirmed how the exploit had occurred and
performed the requisite forensics before handing
off the case to law enforcement. Company X
spent the next six months doing damage control,
spending untold dollars on public relations and
redeveloping the application. Ultimately, though,
competitors overtook the troubled firm, which
folded the following year.

Beware
of Bots

Preventable Losses
The most incredible irony to security practitioners is that such incidents
are usually simple to prevent, yet they continue to grow in number and
scope. As I write this article, RockYou.com faces its first class-action lawsuit
stemming from the compromise of 32 million usernames and passwords 1.
The attacker used a SQL injection attack to gain access to user records,
including passwords stored in an unencrypted format.
These sorts of vulnerabilities can be easily identified and disaster
averted if security quality assurance is effectively built into the software
quality lifecycle.
Indeed, an unfortunately frequent and harmful mistake is relegating
application security to the status of “afterthought.” Failing to integrate
security throughout the lifecycle is a top factor contributing to the
identity thefts, site defacements and fraud we read about almost daily.
Any important business function needs an owner—a team that takes
responsibility for setting goals and managing activities to achieve them.
But ownership of application security varies wildly across organizations;
sometimes there’s no single responsible owner at all.
While software performance and resilience are core components of
most software quality assurance programs, ownership of security remains
scattered, leaving software security tasks fragmented and rudderless, and
disconnects between security requirements and testing assurances almost
certain. In many enterprises, the testers never see security test cases and
often remain in the dark about who’s responsible for security in
any capacity.

Malicious botnets are massive
collections of compromised
computers (termed “zombies”)
that unsuspectingly serve the
commands of fraudsters or other
e-criminals. While most “zombied”
computers are actually workstations,
high-bandwidth Internet servers are
often required to distribute and
control the malicious software
(known as “crimeware”).
Crimesters use insecure Web
applications to compromise a
company’s Web servers, turning
them into unsuspecting distribution
and command-and-control servers
that effectively serve as the “brains”
of the malicious botnets.
Concker, Kraken and Srizbi are
examples of highly publicized and
severely damaging botnets— Srizbi,
named for the Srizbi trojan, has
reportedly compromised some
450,000 machines and can send
as many as 60 billion spam messages
a day, according to some estimates.
(For a more complete list and links
to additional information visit
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Botnet.)

Application security is crucial to brand protection, loss prevention,
regulatory compliance and customer satisfaction. Understanding the
components of an application security assurance program helps us
assess and improve security integration into the lifecycle. As you read
the following sections, consider how your organization’s software quality
program could be improved through closer alignment of security needs.
But be patient: Don’t try to integrate or even plan everything in one day.
Weaving security into your software quality assurance programs will take
effort and cooperation, and the investment will pay dividends in time.

1 “Facebook App Maker Hit With Data-Breach Class Action” by David Kravets. Dec. 30, 2009
http://www.wired.com/threatlevel/2009/12/facebook-app-data-breach
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Defining Your
Security Requirements

Project (http://www.owasp.org). Defining a baseline
set of security functions is a useful first step to defining
application-specific security functionality.

Typical requirements for Web application security are
usually easily defined and sorted into categories. They’re
generally driven by multiple organizations, each of which
should be engaged early in the software requirements
analysis process to ensure its needs are addressed.

In addition to these basic best practices, the application’s
purpose, audience and other characteristics may drive functional
security requirements. For example, an online banking
application will have specific requirements around multifactor
user authentication imposed by the Federal Financial Institutions
Examination Council (http://www.ffiec.gov). This functionality
exceeds the single-factor user authentication commonly seen
in less stringently controlled industries.

Compliance Requirements
Major functional requirements and development standards
are driven by regulatory and internal compliance demands.
Prime examples include the Payment Card Industry Data
Security Standard (PCI-DSS) for organizations that handle
credit card data and Sarbanes-Oxley regulations for certain
financial management and reporting environments. These
are highly specific; more often than not they necessitate
interpretation and distillation into system-specific
functional requirements.
Compliance, especially with multiple standards, is an
extensive topic that demands domain-specific expertise.
Your best approach to ensure compliance needs are met
is to review targeted application functionality with the
organization’s chief compliance officer, audit team or
legal department.
Organizational Security Standards
If your organization has an information security department,
it’s likely that standards exist for security issues related to
application architecture, data handling and coding practices.
Examples of these standards include ISO/IEC 27002
and policies based on the Federal Information Security
Management Act of 2002 (FISMA).
Requesting these standards from your organization’s
information security officer and reviewing the proposed
application functionality against them is usually an effective
approach. In most cases, only part of overall security
standards will apply specifically to software development
and functional requirements.
Such standards are often closely related to compliance
requirements, so it may make sense to combine the
reviews of compliance and information security
standards into a single workshop or discussion.
Functional Security Requirements
Defining requirements for an application’s security
functionality involves combining proven effective but
generic practices with product-specific needs.
Some common security functionality for Web applications
includes user authentication, session management, rolebased access control and sanitizing user input. You can get
comprehensive documentation for common Web application
security controls from the Open Web Application Security
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Probably the most convenient approach to nailing down
the appropriate level of functional application requirements
is to use a set of known practices (industry-specific as
appropriate) as a jumping-off point to discuss additions,
omissions and changes with the product management team.
Combining your organization’s core security and compliance
requirements with the OWASP technical practices often
provides a strong starting point.
Requirements Signoff
If all parties have participated effectively, the application
quality team should now be armed with a well-defined set
of security quality requirements. These should include a
proposed set of functional security requirements supported
by coding and architectural standards.
As with any collaborative requirements definition process,
the key stakeholders must sign off on the final requirements.
The best practice to accomplish this is simply to do what
already works for your organization. For example, if the usual
software requirements-approval process involves distributing
the requirement’s followed by a final sign-off workshop with
all stakeholders, do it. If product management addresses all
approvals, stick to that approach.
Leveraging existing processes will ensure smooth security
requirements definition and will garner participation—both
key to successful implementation of any process change.

Designing Your
Application Security
In most application development processes, requirements are
handed off to technology development teams that design the
overall architecture and functionality to address functional
use cases. Security and compliance design requirements
should be assigned technical ownership and design
workstreams should be included to address them.
Application security design activities and artifacts typically
fall into a few broad categories similar to those encountered
in general application development activities. The collective
deliverables compose a reasonably complete application
security design appropriate for review, approval and
development execution.

Application Security Architecture
Many parts of a Web application will require major security functions, such as authentication,
authorization and data-privilege management. Often, these functions are closely related.
Developing an overall architecture of components delivering security services ensures consistent
protection, faster unit-level development and easier management of changing requirements.
If security architecture is relatively new to your organization, it may help to develop a
best-case generic architecture before diving into application-specific or vendor-specific
technologies. For example, designing a generic Web access manager (WAM) architecture
to address user access control can prevent constraints that could result from diving directly
into a specific WAM product or technology.
Here are some examples of common Web application security architecture elements:
]Web Access Management: Provides user authentication, functional access
management, session management and in some cases user provisioning.
]Accounting and Auditing: Offers unified security event capture, secure
transmission and storage, integration with enterprise security event and
information management solutions.
]Web Interface Security: Addresses prevention of purposeful manipulation of
user interfaces and related security elements (e.g., cross-site scripting or SQL injection)
through the use of simple best-coding practices, unified request-handling logic or
application-layer security gateways.
]Application Intrusion Detection/Prevention: Leverages information from other
elements of the application security architecture to detect and possibly prevent
attempts to subvert application functionality.
Exhaustive educational materials on generic security architecture are readily available
from numerous resources—again, refer to the OWASP site for guidance.
Functional Design
It’s usually wise to weave application security functionality into general functional
application design. In agile, waterfall and most other development approaches,
the concept of the use case or user story is virtually universal. This is often the correct
workstream to address functional security design.
As functional requirements are translated into contextually specific use cases, be sure security
requirements appear naturally in each context. For example, an application-wide security
standard might dictate: “Each user-level content record will be accessible only by the creating
user.” This might apply to multiple functional contexts, including user, context and data-model
contexts. The requirement’s applicability to the user context should prompt the designer to
consider needed functionality while working on user-related application functionality.
Extending this example to hands-on development against a functional standard,
a developer creating data models and screens to handle user content records might
add an itemOwnerID column to a database to be populated upon record creation and
used later for access control. Review of the requirement for owner-only record access
should prompt this or a similar design choice.
Design Review and Signoff
Security architecture and functional designs necessitate review and approval before
development begins, to ensure all major areas have been addressed. At a minimum,
qualified application security experts should assess any general or security-specific
design decisions that would create major or hard-to-repair flaws in application safety.
Again, if your organization has a working design review and sign-off process,
by all means, go with it.
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Developing Your Application Security
If security requirements have been properly distilled into a security architecture and
functional design spec, security assurance will be running on autopilot at this point.
As developers focus on specific-use cases, the design specifications—including security—
should be clear. You can now leverage your existing process to ensure use cases or stories
are completed to spec so security functionality can be implemented without a hitch.
Although security implementation should be happening inline at this point, it’s important
to consider the following during development:
]Security functionality should be addressed at the use-case or story level.
Developers should never “go back” to security after developing core functionality.
Corners may get cut when time gets tight or coding decisions may get made that
require undoing to fit security in later.
]Security should be included in unit testing, including integration of security
testing within automation tools. In addition to testing scenarios under expected
user behavior, conduct tests that include unexpected behavior.
]Spot-checking code to ensure adherence to coding standards is also important.
No piece of code should ever be deployed without at least a cursory peer review
(this also ensures segregation of responsibility, protecting against insertion of
back-doors or other malicious functionality).
]The developers should have immediate access to back-up resources.
Not all developers have been exposed to security development techniques
or approaches, and unfortunately design patterns are not well-defined. If you
have application security experts in-house, allocate an appropriate amount of
their time to mentoring others. Otherwise, retain outside expertise in advance.
You don’t want developers skipping over security requirements simply because
they don’t know what to do.
A good resource that’s both educational and eye-opening for developers is the
“CWE/SANS Top 25 Most Dangerous Programming Errors” (http://cwe.mitre.org/top25).

An unfortunately
frequent and harmful
mistake is relegating application
security to the status of
‘afterthought.’
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Testing for Security
Quality Assurance

Performing Other Security
Assurance Activities

Now that the theme of integrating a security workstream
into every software lifecycle phase is clear, let’s focus on
security QA testing, which should be completed alongside
other quality assurance testing.

In addition to security QA testing, other actions help
ensure that a newly launched or updated application won’t
expose an organization to undue risk. Information security,
infrastructure management or even external consultants may
carry out these activities, but the overall application security
assurance owner should maintain responsibility for ensuring
their completion. It’s best to have them performed in the
order they appear below, because the later activities often
depend on the results of the earlier ones.

QA test cases for new Web applications are based on the
functional requirements for each application. For existing
applications, QA test cases probably also include regression
test cases to ensure that old bugs have not crept back
into evolving code. In some cases QA teams may include
resiliency testing, including scenarios the application may
encounter outside its intended execution paths.
All these methods also can, and in most cases should, be
used to test the software’s security capabilities. By extending
the testing methodology, you can leverage existing processes
and cultural acceptance. As you begin to integrate security
QA testing into the larger testing program, also take the
following into account:
]Each security test case should include a set of tests
for unexpected or malicious behavior. These will
focus primarily on manipulation of data elements
or injection of unexpected characters to force
unanticipated, potentially exploitable behavior.
(Here, too, the OWASP project is a good resource
for tools and techniques.)
]The QA project manager should allow the testers
some reasonable amount of time per use case or
per major testing area to “freestyle” against the
application—that is, attempt to manipulate the
application’s security outside of any test case.
With the exception of the developers, the testers
will probably be the most familiar with the user
interface, making them the most likely to discover
unexpected user-interaction vulnerabilities.
]A closed set of test data should be provided to
each tester for individual use, and each tester
should use only one record per test case involving
data manipulation. The tester should have access
to raw database views for his or her dataset, enabling
immediate assessment of the data-tier impact of
injection activities.
Like the developers, the testers would benefit from familiarity
with the “CWE/SANS Top 25 Most Dangerous Programming
Errors” (http://cwe.mitre.org/top25), especially before they do
any freestyle testing.

Final Code and Deployment Review
When the application is packaged and staged in a
predeployment state, the final code base and all associated
resources should be reviewed. Commercial automation tools
or home-grown scripts are frequently used to help perform
these checks, which have averted disaster on many occasions.
Here are a few examples of “red flags” that should be
assessed and addressed (check the OWASP site for more):
]Extra copies of files (e.g., “login.bak,” “login.old.1”)
that have not been cleaned up after development
are an extremely frequent and embarrassing cause
of compromise, often leaving comments and multiple
iterations of code exposed for attacker analysis. In
addition, many application platforms will default
to showing unknown extensions as a plain test
MIME-type instead of attempting to compile,
interpret or execute them.
]Comments in HTML and development-time
documentation blocks are often left in applications,
where they are easily visible and can help move an
attack forward. Unnecessary comments or in-line
technical documentation should be removed unless
they’re essential, in which case they should be carefully
examined for potentially dangerous content.
]Malicious code such as fraudster malware can be
hidden in many forms of multimedia content (e.g., video
and Flash files) to infect users and leave your company
potentially liable. All multimedia content should be
scanned with appropriate tools to protect against
damaging content.
Infrastructure Security Review
Many a well-secured Web application has been compromised
due to a poorly configured infrastructure. My favorite was
the application service provider running a “SAS-70 certified”
financial application…but the SAS-70 audit scope didn’t
include the operating system or network, which collectively
allowed anonymous FTP access to the application servers’
code base.
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The infrastructure security review is another topic unto
itself, and again plenty of free resources are available on
the Internet. Generically, however, here are the major
areas of concern:
]Operating systems should have the least needed
software and services running, and all software
should be kept up to date.
]Administrative, network, host-level and other access
to server systems should be tightly controlled and
closely monitored.
]Application and database platforms have their own
security configuration concerns, and should also be
run in a hardened, closely controlled configuration.
At a minimum, software quality managers should
familiarize themselves with the SANS top infrastructure
vulnerabilities list.
Penetration Testing
Penetration testing, sometimes called “ethical hacking,”
should be performed only after all other security QA has
been completed. Although useful as a sanity check and to
an extent as an assessment tool, penetration testing alone
isn’t a comprehensive quality approach; it’s one piece in a
larger toolkit.
The most frequent goal of penetration testing is simply
to attempt application compromise using common attack
methods. The most typical form is “black-box” penetration
testing, in which the testers have no prior knowledge of
the application or environment. This testing most closely
simulates a real attack from an unknown threat agent.
Other variants offer the testers varying levels of access
to the application environment and in some cases
application code/data to assess attack effects.
The decision about which penetration testing model to use
is driven by the goals of the testing efforts. If the test is being
used as a sanity check against common attack methods, a blackbox penetration test may be most appropriate. If it is intended
to provide a more in-depth software vulnerability assessment,
providing the testers with access to software information makes
sense. The latter approach, called “white-box” or “informed”
testing, can provide extensive insight into security-related
design flaws, though it takes more time and effort.
No matter which approach you take, penetration tests
can easily turn into never-ending projects if poorly scoped.
The testing boundaries must be clearly defined. In the case
of a black-box penetration test, define the attacks that
pose the greatest threats to the application’s confidentiality,
integrity or availability. Have the penetration testers define
the attack set that would pose those risks. If a white-box
penetration test is being performed, work with the testers
to assess which interface and code components are most
exposed to compromise and determine the specific use
cases to be tested.
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Go/No-Go and Risk Acceptance
Some security bugs will probably still exist after completion
of all development and testing. Attempting to address every
possible vulnerability would be unreasonable for the vast
majority of applications. As with general software quality,
security bugs must be analyzed for severity, potential impact
and mitigating factors. Armed with this information, technology
and business managers can decide which bugs are worth delaying
a release to fix, and which can be addressed post-release.
From a security perspective, there are many factors
to consider when analyzing a specific vulnerability.
If a technical situation is complex, seeking the advice of
experienced security and risk analysts is clearly warranted.
For more well-known security issues, some of the major
considerations when assessing a bug’s severity include:
]Can the vulnerability be remotely exploited? If so,
can it be exploited by anyone or does it require
authentication or a specific level of authorization?
]Does the vulnerability expose personal information
of any type to unauthorized disclosure? If so, does
the vulnerability expose just the current user’s data
or multiple users’ data? Is such data regulated or
protected by law (e.g., GLBA or HIPAA)?
]How easy is the vulnerability to exploit? Do tools
or techniques exist “in the wild” that would help an
attacker execute an attack? Would an attacker need
special knowledge of the system or environment?
]Would the presence of the vulnerability or its exploit
expose the organization to compliance failure, breach
of contract, legal liability or significant brand damage?
Performing this analysis in a simple Excel spreadsheet
(see sample at http://www.cloudpassage.com/articles/
stp-0310) can provide tremendous insight into the security
bugs that should be of most concern. Again, if there are
questions or lack of clarity around issues, seek expertise.
When significant security issues remain in software
beyond the point of code-freeze, it is critical to complete
risk-acceptance documentation for each vulnerability.
A risk-acceptance document (see sample at http://www.
cloudpassage.com/articles/stp-0310) provides senior
management with all details needed to make a go/nogo decision relative to significant security risks posed by
software vulnerabilities. Because senior executives can
hold personal responsibility for data compromises, these
disclosures are crucial. At a minimum, a risk disclosure
should describe the vulnerability, the potential impact to
specific data or services, ease-of-exploit details and legal/
compliance/brand risks to the organization. It is often
considered appropriate to review all significant security
bugs with senior management in a conference or workshop
format to ensure that all concerns are communicated
effectively and consistently to all stakeholders.

If senior management chooses to move forward without immediately addressing significant
vulnerabilities, this decision should be documented and the vulnerabilities should be added
to the high-priority queue for soonest possible post-release resolution. In addition, close
monitoring should be conducted to detect attempts to exploit the vulnerabilities.
Bottom line, while accepting risks and attempting to monitor for exploits is an option, it’s
best to avoid going into production with serious Web application vulnerabilities if at all
possible. In most cases it’s not a matter of “if ” an attacker will wander by your application—
it’s a matter of “when.”

The Upshot
Poorly protected Web applications contribute to the theft of hundreds of millions of
identities every year 2, creating costly and treacherous conditions for businesses and
consumers. The vast majority of these compromises can be traced directly to easily
preventable issues in software and infrastructure. Quality assurance organizations can
offer remarkable improvements in risk posture simply by extending current processes
to include security and compliance.
Share this article with your colleagues, especially with technology management
within your organization. Discuss how security gets addressed with your security team.
Identify potential areas where you can leverage the synergies between security assurance
and quality assurance.
This simple act of improvement could one day help your organization avoid becoming
the next Company X. Q

2 “2009 Data Breach Investigations Report” by Wade Baker, et al. April 2009.
http://www.verizonbusiness.com/resources/security/reports/2009_databreach_rp.pdf

Carson Sweet is CEO of CloudPassage, a soŌware-as-a-service provider
delivering security, performance and eĸciency management for cloudbased enterprises. His 15-year informaƟon security career has included
a broad range of management experience and hands-on technical
roles. He holds mulƟple industry accreditaƟons, including ISACA
CISM and ISC2 CISSP. Sweet has been a senior strategy and technology
consultant across a range of industries and public sectors. His clients
include Goldman Sachs, JPMC, Bank of New York, ADP, CapitalOne,
SmithKline Beecham, Becton Dickinson, US-DHS and US-DOE. He formerly
served as CSO for GlobalNetXchange (now Agentrics) and CTO for the
Investor Responsibility Research Center (now the RiskMetrics Group).
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TRAINING
DAY

In an Intro to
Agile class, students
play a simulation
game that yields
a critical lesson.
By Elisabeth Hendrickson
and Dale Emery

Elisabeth Hendrickson
(test obsessed.com) is founder and
president of Quality Tree Software,
a consulting and training company
dedicated to helping software teams
deliver working solutions consistently
and sustainably. She has served on
the board of directors of the Agile
Alliance and is a co-organizer of
the Agile Alliance Functional Testing
Tools program.
Dale Emery has worked since 1980
as a developer, manager, process
steward, trainer and consultant in
both IT organizations and software
product development companies. He
helps people apply the Agile values of
communication, feedback, simplicity,
courage and respect to all areas of
software development.

W

e were midway through the
simulation exercise in a recent
Introduction to Agile Testing class,
and participants were building a “software
system” on colored index cards for our fictional
company, WordCount. Despite the low-tech
props—we used hamster erasers and other
items in addition to the index cards—the group
was struggling with the same issues they face
during real-world application development.
The previous round had been a chaotic
explosion of frenetic activity. The participants
playing the role of Testers feverishly
scribbled yellow test case cards, white input
cards and pink bug cards. People playing
Developers scrawled instructions on green
code cards. Those playing Product Managers
brainstormed feature ideas and recorded
them on blue cards. The room was littered
with their discards, a confetti of pastels.
When Dale, facilitating the simulation,
announced that the round was over,
participants groaned in frustration.
“What problems are you seeing?” Dale asked,
kicking off the retrospective for the round.

The Interoffice Mail Courier shook his head.
“The left hand doesn’t know what the right
hand is doing.”
“Yes,” agreed an Observer. “Testers and
Developers were working on different versions
of the code, but didn’t know it. Testers found
two bugs that Developers had already fixed.”
“I have no idea what the test status is,”
said a Product Manager.
“Neither do I,” a Developer chimed in.
Echoed a Tester, “Yeah, me neither.”
The group laughed.
“OK,” said Dale, “What would you like to
do about that?”
Another Tester jumped up and started rattling
off one idea after another for status reporting.
“We can report the number of tests executed,
how many are passing and failing, the number
of bugs found and fixed, test coverage...”
As she continued to list ideas, she made her
way to the flip chart at the front of the room,
grabbed a pen and sketched out a complex
status board crowded with numbers and graphs.
One of the Developers pointed. “What does
that number mean?”
“Is it an open bug count?” suggested a Product
Manager, squinting at the reporting template.
“Who’s going to update these statistics?”
asked another Tester.
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Of Status and Stakeholders
For the next 20 minutes the group struggled
to perfect the design of the status board,
debating the meaning of the statistics, who
would update them and when. The discussion
grew loud and fragmented as multiple
conversations erupted.
Dale called the room to order. “I hear you
all listing a lot of data that could be reported,”
he said. “But what information do you actually
need to move forward?”
The Tester at the flip chart stood staring,
mouth agape, pen hovering in mid-air.
“I need to know what bugs are open,” a
Product Manager said, breaking the silence.
“The Customer keeps asking for a demo.
I need to know if there’s any reason not
to give her one.”
A Developer said, “I need to know what
tests are passing and failing.” She laughed
and added, “And what version of the code
you’re testing.”
Another Tester took over at the flip chart
and started a new page. “What if we write
the version here at the top, then post the test
case cards on the left and bug cards on the
right? We can mark the test cards with
green or red dots to indicate pass or fail.”
Heads nodded. This approach was simple
and it would work. The group agreed to try it.
In the next round, the simplified status board
became a focal point, supporting the group in
delivering a working system to the Customer.
After the simulation, the Tester who’d sketched
the complex status board approached Dale.
“Thank you,” she said.
“You’re welcome,” Dale replied, “but what
are you thanking me for?”
“My QA director and I spent five months
standardizing the test status report for all
our projects,” the Tester said. “It covers all
the kinds of data I listed when I was at the
flip chart.
“We’ve been frustrated that no one reads the
reports,” she continued. “But today I realized
why: We never asked our stakeholders what
information they needed.”
She took a deep breath and added, “So
tomorrow I’ll tell my QA director about
this experience. I’ll explain that we need to
simplify our report—but only after we ask
the stakeholders what information they want
to see in it.” Q
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SPRING TRAINING

STP PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT

Schedule-At-A-Glance
Monday – Tuesday
April 19 - 20

8:30am – 5:00pm

Principles of Black Box Software Testing
Scott Barber

STP Professional Development is dedicated to bringing you world-class education
delivered by industry leaders. The unparalleled education is designed to build
and refine your skills in the test and QA industry. STP Professional Development
has created a 5-day program featuring six intensive 2-day and 3-day courses.
Take just one course, or stay for the entire week!

Strategic Software Test Planning
Dawn Haynes

Join the STP Collaborative community to receive a $100 members-only discount
on each course. Learn more and join us at www.stpcollaborative.com/membership.

Software Testing in an Agile Context
Elisabeth Hendrickson & Dale Emery

Who Should Attend:

Wednesday – Friday
April 21 - 23

8:30am – 5:00pm

Performance Testing Software Systems
Scott Barber

Software test and quality professionals with a desire to make their testing
more effective, efficient and valuable for the company and the end-user.
Novices will be introduced to new concepts, while seasoned professionals
will learn new techniques to enhance their abilities
Software test and QA professionals who are driven to be excellent performance
testers or managers responsible for performance testing projects

How to Break Software: Applied
Dawn Haynes

Software test managers and team leads who are responsible for creating
and implementing the testing strategy and managing and evaluating the
process of a testing project

Acceptance Test Drive Development
& Exploratory Testing
Elisabeth Hendrickson & Dale Emery

Test and QA professionals interested in learning the core principles and
practices of agile testing

* Registration fee includes course,
course materials, continental breakfast,
and coffee breaks.
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MEET OUR INSTRUCTORS

Scott Barber

President & CEO, PerfTestPlus

Scott is the chief technologist of PerfTest Plus, executive director of the Association for Software Testing,
co-founder of the Workshop on Performance and Reliability and co-author of the Microsoft patterns and
practices book Performance Testing Guidance for Web Applications. Scott thinks of himself as a tester and trainer
of testers who has a passion for testing software system performance. In addition to performance testing,
he is particularly well versed in developing customized testing methodologies, embedded systems testing, testing biometric
identification and personal security systems, group facilitation and authoring instructional materials. Scott is an international
keynote speaker and author of more than 100 publications on software testing. He is an advisory board member of
STP Collaborative, and a member of ACM, IEEE, American MENSA, the Context-Driven School of Software Testing, and
is a signatory to the Manifesto for Agile Software Development.

Dawn Haynes

Senior Trainer & Consultant, PerfTestPlus

Dawn is a senior trainer and consultant for PerfTestPlus, and director of the Association for Software Testing.
A highly regarded trainer of software testers, she blends experience and humor to provide testers of all levels
with tools and techniques to help them generate new approaches to common and complex software testing
problems. In addition to training, Dawn is particularly passionate about improving the state of performance
testing across the industry. She has more than 20 years of experience supporting, administering, developing and testing
software and hardware systems, from small business operations to large corporate enterprises. Dawn holds a BSBA in
MIS with a minor in programming from Northeastern University.

Elisabeth Hendrickson

Founder & President, Quality Tree Software, Inc.

Elisabeth’s consulting and training company is dedicated to helping software teams deliver working solutions
consistently and sustainably. She wrote her first line of code in 1980. Moments later, she found her first bug.
Since then Elisabeth has held positions as a tester, developer, manager, and quality engineering director in
a variety of companies ranging from small startups to multi-national enterprises. A member of the agile
community since 2003, Elisabeth has served on the board of directors of the Agile Alliance and is one of the co-organizers
of the Agile Alliance Functional Testing Tools program. These days, Elisabeth splits her time between teaching, speaking,
writing, and working on agile teams with test-infected programmers who value her obsession with testing.

Dale H. Emery

Consultant

Dale Emery has worked in the software industry since 1980 as a developer, manager, process steward, trainer, and
consultant in both IT organizations and software product development companies. Dale helps people apply the
agile values of communication, feedback, simplicity, courage, and respect to all areas of software development.
His combination of deep technical expertise and extensive organizational development experience make him
particularly effective in working with software teams. In 2007, the Agile Alliance awarded Dale the Ward Cunningham
Gentle Voice of Reason Award, which they created to recognize Dale’s unique contribution to the agile community.
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SCOTT BARBER
Principles of Black Box Software Testing

Performance Testing Software Systems

2-Day Course: $1,395

3-Day Course: $1,895

Testing is not just about finding bugs, it’s about finding
the presence or absence of important bugs in the most
critical area of the application, with limited time and
resources, and conclusively enough for project leaders
and other stakeholders to make informed business decisions
about the project and the product. To accomplish all of this,
a tester needs more than just skills in testing techniques,
test design, and test execution. A tester must also possess
skills in identifying what things matter to whom, what can
and cannot be accomplished given the time and resources
available, and how to report what they find in a manner
that is most likely to contribute to the overall success of
the project.

Any approach to performance testing needs to focus
on collecting the data necessary both to assist the
development team in identifying, prioritizing, and
tuning areas of sub-optimal performance and to assist
stakeholders in making sound business decisions related
to performance risks. This unique three-day workshop
introduces a heuristic approach to performance testing
software systems that focuses on mitigating risks to the
business and satisfying end users in commercially driven
software development environments.

In this 2-day course, you will learn four foundational
concepts that will enable you to apply your current skills
in testing techniques, test design, and test execution more
effectively, efficiently, and successfully.
Through lecture, experiential case studies, examples,
and interactive exercises, you will be exposed to and apply
skills related to the Impossibility of Complete Testing, the
Oracle Problem, the Mission of Testing, and Bug Advocacy.
The research underlying this course has been partially
funded by grants from the National Science Foundation.
Current NSF funding comes from NSF CCLI Award No.
0717613, “Adaptation & Implementation of an ActivityBased Online or Hybrid Course in Software Testing.”
The views expressed in this course are those of the authors and
instructors and do not necessarily reflect the views of the NSF.
What You Will Learn
Basic terminology and rational controversy over
definitions of common terms and concepts in the field.
The concept of oracles and how to apply multiple oracle
heuristics to your work
How to estimate and explain the size of a testing
problem and how to adjust your focus from
narrow technical problems to broader
business problems
How to identify the differences among
bugs and how to capture those differences
in your bug reports
How to write bug reports more
persuasively while considering
the interests and concerns of
your audience
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Because this workshop emphasizes tool agnostic exercises,
it is both challenging for experienced performance testers
and enlightening for new performance testers. The workshop
provides hands-on demonstrations and exercises as well
as portable heuristics that you can easily take back to the
office and use to train other testers, developers, managers,
and executives in some of the most critical and challenging
aspects of performance testing software systems.
What You Will Learn
Nine core principles found in most successful
performance testing projects
Concise, universal heuristics and models for rapid
application of those principles
How to determine and apply oracles to software
system performance criteria
How to apply the core principles to your team’s
development process
How to plan ahead without reducing your ability
to react to change
How to communicate performance testing concepts
to non-performance testers
How to rapidly design performance tests
that will achieve your performance
testing objectives

DAWN HAYNES
Strategic Software Test Planning

How to Break Software: Applied

2-Day Course: $1,395

3-Day Course: $1,895

This 2-day interactive workshop focuses on test planning
and management. Emphasizing the idea that testing is an
information service, this course gives software test leads
and managers a framework for guiding the test effort to
provide accurate, relevant, and timely information to enable
project decision makers to steer the project and reduce risk.
At the heart of this course is a case study that prompts
participants to plan the test effort for a fictional project.

Most testers report that the most significant and severe
bugs that they find are the result of following their intuition
as a bug-hunter vs. following the test plans and scripts
developed from requirements or specifications. Furthermore,
most testers report that their test plans and strategies are
heavily biased toward confirming functionality as opposed
to finding the kind of reliability and robustness issues that
commonly jeopardize the ultimate success of the software.
This course has been designed to help you harness your
native skill as a bug-hunter to improve your entire testing
program by providing you with a means to gauge your
software’s reliability and robustness.

Course Outline
Setting the Context
Testing as an information service
Identifying stakeholders, risks, and information
The Test Process
Identify test levels and types and the relationship
between test types
How the development process affects the testing
process and examples of the processes
The Plan-Do-Check-Act cycle applied to testing
Test Activities
Determining test activities to be performed and finding
the right balance of testing activities for your project
Manual v. Automated testing and Scripted v.
Exploratory testing
Resources
People
Hardware and software
Budget
Estimates and Schedules
Bottom up v. top down scheduling and prioritizing
The Delphi method of estimation
Test cycles
Estimates, probabilities, and risk
Creating the Test Plan
Writing a test plan that stakeholders will read
Getting agreement

During this hands-on 3-day course, we will review all
of the attacks in the book How to Break Software (James A.
Whittaker, 2003) and execute several. Be sure to bring your
laptop! You’ll learn an applied and non-rigid approach to
test software for common reliability and robustness bugs.
This course will teach you how to implement attacks at a
tactical level as well as how to integrate them into your test
strategy as a cornerstone to your overall testing program.
Additionally, you’ll be introduced to several methods
to identify and design attacks specific to your current
application, and generally enable you to make your bughunting activities a deliberate part of your testing strategy.
This workshop is presented in an interactive format where
each topic has a hands-on component so that you can explore
the testing techniques and software tools using real software.
What You Will Learn
How to harness your existing skill as a bug-hunter
into your overall test strategy
Several widely applicable software attacks for finding
common classes of software bugs detectable from a
variety of application interfaces, including:
Inputs and Outputs from the User Interface
Data and Computation from the User Interface
File System Interface
Software/OS Interface

Guiding the Testing Effort
Coordinating test efforts and advocating for bug fixes
Mid-course corrections

How to identify the goals of the test effort and align
your testing with those goals

Measuring and Reporting Progress
Metrics
The project dashboard and formal test results reports

Approaches to identifying and designing attacks
specifically to mitigate risks related to your application

The Test Manager as Advisor
Diagnosing project problems
Better testing, worse quality?
Delivering bad news and facilitating difficult decisions

How to find more of those critical, but hard-to-find bugs

About tools that can be used to simplify or enhance
your reliability and robustness bug-hunting
ips for implementing this kind of testing into your
test strategy

Wrap-up
Summary and next steps

www.regonline.com/STPTrainingSpring

877.257.9531
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ELISABETH HENDRICKSON and DALE EMERY
Introduction to Agile Testing

Agile Testing Practices Immersion

2-Day Course: $1,395

3-Day Course: $1,895

When a software development team adopts an agile
process such as scrum or XP, QA team members often find
that their traditional practices no longer fit the new context.
Extensive up-front test planning and design, heavyweight test
documentation, and formal entrance and exit criteria all serve
a traditional context well, but become an impediment in
an agile environment.

This 3-day intensive class provides an in-depth exploration
of agile testing practices, including acceptance test driven
development (ATDD), automated regression testing,
continuous integration, and exploratory testing. In this
class, you will experience these practices through
demonstrations and hands-on exercises.

In this 2-day class, you’ll discover the core principles of
agile and how those principles relate to software testing.
The core of the class is a paper-based simulation
(no programming required) that gives you an opportunity
to experience a full agile transition in a matter of hours.
In a series of iterations, the team will attempt to deliver a
product that the customer is willing to buy. Each successful
delivery generates revenue for the company. But as with real
projects, producing a working product on a tight schedule
can be challenging.
Throughout the simulation, the team will reflect on key
events and adjust practices to increase agility for the next
iteration. As a result, you’ll learn to apply the principles of
visibility, feedback, communication, and collaboration to
increase the rate of delivery, while still developing software
in a sustainable way.
What You Will Learn:
A visceral understanding of agile, and in particular the
shifting role of the test/QA function in agile development
A deep understanding of the principles and terminology
of agile testing
How test and QA professionals are in a unique position
to contribute in an agile context

The class begins with a deep plunge into acceptance test
driven development. In ATDD, the whole team collaborates
on defining acceptance tests as a part of the requirements
process. Those tests become part of the definition of “Done”
for a given feature or story. The implementation team then
automates those tests by writing code to wire the natural
language tests to the software during development. The
result: the acceptance tests become executable requirements.
In this class, we will explore ATDD through a demonstrationbased exercise in which the instructor implements a feature
in an existing sample system, driving development with
ATDD. You, along with the other participants, will define the
feature by specifying the acceptance tests. Along the way, we
will explore what makes a test automation tool suitable (or
not) for an agile context. We will also examine the difference
between ATDD, a team practice related to requirements, and
test driven development (TDD), a development practice, and
we’ll explore the roll of both ATDD- and TDD-generated tests
in the continuous integration workflow. You’ll learn not just
how ATDD and TDD work, but also how the test/QA function
contributes to these efforts.
A result of automation is that it frees testers to do the more
interesting, more challenging, and absolutely essential
exploratory testing, a style of testing that involves exploring
the system while simultaneously designing and executing
tests, using feedback from the last test to inform the next.
Exploratory testing reveals surprises, risks, vulnerabilities,
and implications of interactions that no one ever considered.
It can also help the team discover misunderstandings about
what the software is supposed to do. You’ll learn how to do
exploratory testing in an agile context, including designing
tests on the fly using variables, models, and heuristics, and
how to manage exploratory testing with chartering and
session-based testing.
What You Will Learn:

Join us April 19 -23, 2010
in San Mateo, CA

The core agile testing practices and how they address
common risks in software development
How to implement a feature using the full ATDD cycle
What makes a test automation tool or framework
“agile-friendly”
How to apply exploratory testing in an agile context
How to conduct exploratory testing with charters
and sessions
How testing-related activities fit into the overall
team workflow in an agile environment
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STP Collaborative members
save up to $100 per course!

REGISTER TODAY!
www.regonline.com/STPTrainingSpring

877.257.9531

STP Collaborative is the leading community for the software test and QA profession.
STP Collaborative provides its members with the latest news and information, education and
training, and valuable opportunities for professional networking and knowledge-sharing.
For as little as $99, you can become a member of STP Collaborative
and save up to $200 when you register for two training courses.
Visit www.stpcollaborative.com/membership and join us today!

Marriott San Mateo
1770 South Amphlett Blvd.
San Mateo, CA 94402
650.653.6000
www.sanmateomarriott.com

All STP training courses will take place at the Marriott San Mateo. A special discounted rate of
$169.00 single/double occupancy has been reserved for event participants. Call 650.653.6000
and reference STP Training.
Hotel rooms are expected to sell out, so please reserve your room as soon as possible.
This special event rate will be available until March 26, 2010 or until they sell out.
This 11-acre San Francisco airport hotel combines the look and feel of a first-class San Francisco
luxury resort with the efficiency of Silicon Valley’s state-of-the-art technology and amenities.
This is the ideal hotel for San Francisco and San Mateo California business and leisure travel.
10 minutes from San Francisco International Airport; less than 30 minutes from San Jose Airport
Complimentary Airport shuttle available: 5am to 9pm – every hour
Less than 30 minutes from Golden Gate Bridge, Chinatown, Pier 39, Alcatraz,
Union Square, Fisherman’s Wharf and Half Moon Bay
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WHO
NEEDS
TESTERS,
ANYWAY?
Taking a page
from the U.S. Army
officer’s handbook,
a renowned trainer
teaches us to align
test expectations
with realities to
accomplish our
mission.

By Scott Barber

Scott Barber, chief technologist,
PerfTestPlus, is vice president and
executive director of the Association
for Software Testing and co-founder
of the Workshop on Performance
and Reliability. His specialties are
testing and analyzing performance
for complex systems, developing
customized testing methodologies
for individual organizations, testing
in agile environments, teaching
software testing, embedded
systems testing, testing biometric
identification and security systems,
group facilitation and authoring
instructional materials. He is a
signatory to the Manifesto for Agile
Software Development.
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ave you ever asked yourself
why we need software testers?
I certainly have. Usually it’s while
some manager or executive is telling me I’m
wasting his or her time—no matter how hard
I try to explain that if we don’t fix a particular
bug, every user will hate the software, the
help desk will be flooded with calls, we’ll get
bad press, all the food in the fridge will go
bad and a massive asteroid will crash into
the earth in 2012.
OK, I’m exaggerating, I stopped claiming
that food will go bad and the world will
end to get attention several years back,
when I realized it wasn’t working. But
experiences like this—and I know they’re
not uncommon—left me wondering, “If
they’re not going to listen to what I have to
say, why’d they hire me in the first place?”
I’ve iterated through many possible answers,
some better than others, but over time I’ve
come to the conclusion that testers exist
because someone in a decision-making
capacity believes that having testers
adds value.
As a consultant, regular conference
speaker and relentless networker, I can
say with confidence that most testers believe
they know what it is they’re expected to test
for on a given project. I can also say that
most of these same testers are genuinely
surprised when they learn that members of
their teams have different understandings.
Furthermore, when testers bring these
disagreements to management, the response
they get is frequently, “Seriously? You’re a
tester and you don’t know what your job is?
Everyone knows testers do X,” where “X” is
inevitably not one of the understandings the
test team was considering in the first place.

how can we align our unique visions
of testing’s value with the reality of our
own teams, projects and companies?
For me, the answer comes from my
previous career as an officer in the U.S.
Army. As you can imagine, “See this circle
on this map? Secure it!” isn’t an adequate
instruction to accomplish anything other
than keeping your soldiers busy or getting
innocent people killed. Likewise, “See that
software? Test it!” isn’t sufficient unless your
intention is to confuse your testers and
frustrate management.
During officer training, we learn that
if our goal is “mission accomplishment”
(which it always is), tasks, plans and
assignments must start with three critical
pieces of information: Situation, Mission
and Commander’s Intent. To summarize
these concepts using a software development
project scenario analogy:
QSituation: The currently known parameters
of the project (e.g., ship date, project team
members, budget and requirements).
QTest Team Mission: What the test team can
do to make the executives say “paying our
testers is a good investment” during their
budget meetings (e.g., help the development
and executive management teams identify
risks to a smooth and on-time deployment
of the software with no loss in functionality
or performance compared with the current
production version, as early in the
development cycle as possible).

This highlights another critical point:
The perceived value of testing varies widely
from individual to individual, team to team
and company to company.

QExecutive’s Intent: The real story behind
why the software is being developed, what
it must be tested for and what “success”
means to the most senior stakeholders
(e.g., to deliver a profitable and operational
software product before the holiday
shopping season, with an eye toward
creating public excitement around the
company’s entry into a particular market).

This being the case, one would hope
that those who hire or supervise testers
would be explicit in setting expectations.
Unfortunately, though, even in the rare
situations where expectations are established
publicly, seemingly clear expectations
become wildly ambiguous in practice.

Do you know your Situation, Mission and
Intent? Is everyone involved in your project
aware of them? Might it be valuable to have
those three little paragraphs posted on your
project bulletin board (physical or virtual)
so participants can refer to them over the
course of the project?

Clearly, corporations would not spend
billions of dollars each year to test software
if they didn’t believe there was some value
in it. And I wouldn’t have met so many
passionate testers in my career if they didn’t
see value in it too. So the question becomes,

In my experience, the project teams that
take this or a similar approach are the ones
left wondering why testers would ever need
to ask themselves, “Why did we even have
testers on this project?” To me, that seems
pretty valuable. Q
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STP Collaborative

Launches Professional Development Division

Abbie Caracostas,
STP director of training and professional development

STP

Collaborative is pleased to
announce the formation
of its STP Professional Development
division and to introduce Abbie
Caracostas, director of training
and professional development.
Abbie brings nearly 10 years of
experience to her new role. Prior to
joining Redwood Collaborative Media,
she was instrumental in designing and
managing training and professional
development programs for the help
desk and IT services profession.
“Our goal is to offer the software test
and QA community a well-rounded
professional development program
that features experienced instructors
teaching courses in a structured
environment that are focused on
building and enhancing skills,”
Abbie says.
“Our courses include hands-on
exercises and real-world examples
that testers can immediately implement
in their own testing organizations,”
she adds. “Our training events also
offer test and QA professionals a
valuable opportunity to network and
share their challenges and solutions,
ideas and knowledge.”
Abbie and her team have been busy.
Since joining the company in the fall,
she has already organized STP’s first
training event. STP’s Spring Training

will take place in California’s Silicon
Valley April 19-23, at the Marriott
San Mateo.
The event will bring together
software test and QA professionals
and managers, software development
managers, and requirements and
business analysts, and will feature
six in-depth two- and three-day courses
taught by renowned industry experts—
Scott Barber, Dawn Haynes, Elisabeth
Hendrickson and Dale Emery.
Courses will include:
]Principles of Black Box Software
Testing, with Scott Barber
]Strategic Software Test Planning,
with Dawn Haynes
]Introduction to Agile Testing,
with Elisabeth Hendrickson
and Dale Emery
]Performance Testing Software
Systems, with Scott Barber
]How to Break Software: Applied,
with Dawn Haynes
]Agile Testing Practices Immersion,
with Elisabeth Hendrickson and
Dale Emery
To get a flavor of some of these
sessions, see “Training Day” by
Elisabeth Hendrickson and Dale
Emery, on page 16 in this issue. Also
see “Who Needs Testers, Anyway?”
by Scott Barber, on page 24.

For more information about
the event and to register, visit
www.regonline.com/STPTrainingSpring
or call 877.257.9531. STP Collaborative
members receive a $100 discount on
each course.
Abbie and her team will also hold
a series of focus groups with STP
Collaborative members to discuss
training and professional development
needs and goals for software test
and QA professionals. If you’re
interested in participating, contact
her at acaracostas@redwoodco.com
or 719.476.0774.
“We’re here to listen and learn from
our community,” says Abbie.

Our goal is
to ensure that
we develop programs
and courses that meet
the needs of our members
and the software test
and QA community.

Q
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By Bernie Berger

At 8:30 a.m. on Sunday, October 30, 2005, 16 strangers gathered for a workshop
in a small conference room in a New York City office building. They must
really have wanted to be there, because there were plenty of other things
they could have enjoyed doing on that brisk Manhattan morning. What’s more,
the room was hot and crowded, and there were few refreshments in sight—
people had to bring their own coffee.

Wall Street crises and other market madness intensify the pressure to
improve transparency, speed and accuracy.

W

hat possessed them to
attend—and to stick
around once they
got there? Little doubt it was the
discussion topic: “Software Testing
Experiences Unique to Financial
Services Applications.” Some attendees
worked at banks or investment firms,
some were independent consultants
contracted by software vendors and
others were business owners. And
they all brought their own ideas about
what “financial services” are, what
good software testing is, even what
“unique” means. Clearly, it was going
to be an interesting meeting. It was
the perfect start to what would become
the Software Testing in Financial
Services (STiFS) workshop series.
Since then, an entire community of
financial software testers has emerged.
STiFS has met several times, to discuss
various aspects of software quality in
financial settings. The Association for
Software Testing (AST) developed a
Financial Services (FS) special interest
group (SIG), which now runs the
STiFS meetings as well as other
tester community events.

Defining Our Terms
So what are financial services,
anyway? And what’s so special about
financial software testers that they
need their own community?
“Financial services” is a general
label applied to a particular industry
comprised of disciplines as varied
as accounting, real estate, insurance,
capital markets, banking and
investments. Each has its own business
rules, lingo, technologies and other
complexities. In a broad sense, each
deals with money, in all its forms.
The term “asset class” describes the
varieties of money: stocks, bonds,
options, futures and cash, for example.
As Roy Freedman points out in
Introduction to Financial Technology
(Elsevier, 2006), “Financial technology
is concerned with building systems
that model, value and process”
financial products.
It’s debatable whether testing financial
services software is unique or distinct
from testing other types of software.
But no doubt there are characteristics
that make financial testers a distinct

community and market trends that
affect them most directly. For example:
]Systems are getting faster and
more complex, and the potential
for financial loss due to software
glitches is growing.
]There’s mounting organizational
pressure to increase company
revenue, profits and stock prices,
so working conditions are becoming
more challenging and time for
testing is shrinking.
]Agile methods are gradually
gaining in popularity.
]Technology and business are
becoming more intertwined,
and the number of people who
have a deep understanding of
both business and technology
issues is growing, albeit slowly.
Meanwhile, the dismal economic
climate and financial fiascos of the
past decade (think AIG, Bear Stearns
Enron, Lehman Bros., Madoff…)
have contributed to an atmosphere
ripe for improvement.
www.stpcollaborative.com • 27

How the Financial Crisis Impacts Testing
David Leinweber in Nerds on Wall Street (Wiley,
2009) compares his feelings about the financial
meltdown with those of a “guy who comes
home and finds the neighbors were running a
meth lab that exploded and flattened the block.”

“ Transparency
shouldn’t be
a goal unto
itself; rather,
transparency
is the basis for
collaboration.”

Indeed, the recent and ongoing crisis in the
financial sector has led to a renewed focus on
transparency and accountability throughout
organizations. What this means for testers is
that even the most mundane activities, such
as setting up test environments or running
regression test suites, must be known and
broadcast up and down the organization.
The more transparent teams and individuals
are, the less risk they face when things don’t
go as planned.

— Yaron Kottler

At a recent AST Financial Services SIG
panel discussion about transparency and
visibility, QualiTest US CEO Yaron Kottler
said transparency shouldn’t be a goal unto
itself; rather, transparency is the basis for
collaboration. Good testing happens when
people and teams collaborate with each other,
which can’t happen if people keep secrets.

US CEO, QualiTest

When it comes down to it, transparency simply
means openness and honesty. If you are reporting
consistently, thoroughly and honestly on your
projects and progress and sharing concerns
that arise along the way, then you are being
transparent, which not only satisfies the higherups
but serves you well in both the short and long run.
Why Financial Testers Need
Business Knowledge
Another critical characteristic of financial
services is the degree to which technology and
business are mutually dependent.
More than just a means to solve business
problems, technology has become infused into
the business workflow. For example, there’s
more technology on the modern trading desk
than ever. Real-time electronic messaging
systems feed price data and headline news
at amazing speeds, and process tremendous
amounts of data. Algorithms make key trading
decisions—software selects securities to trade,
determines whether to buy or sell and specifies
quantity, price and time. Understanding how
28
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to use these complex systems—let alone test
them—requires significant domain knowledge.
There are as many sources of business rules as
there are rules themselves. The following is just
a sample of the financial domain knowledge
and business rules that may be relevant in
specific cases:
]How the applications work, in general
and in depth
]What the different asset classes are
]“Symbology”—how different firms refer to
the same financial security
]Multilisted securities, when the same security
is traded on different markets or exchanges
]Global variations: how market participants in
other countries work
]Technical rules for system state transitions
]Use cases for multiparty transaction
communication
]Rules set by the trade’s counterparty
(typically the buyer or seller)
]Rules set by the firm’s client
]Operational rules set by outside governing
agencies, such as the Securities and Exchange
Commission
]Trade reporting and trade clearing rules
]Valuations of securities, as computed from
models in real time
]Calculations and formulas for analytics and
risk management data
]Database settings and client-specific
customizations
]Security and fraud detection systems
]Financial time standards—for example,
day-count conventions for bonds
Obtaining this business knowledge is not
always easy. Sometimes just determining the
size and dimensions of the knowledge gap
between the testers and the business side is
a major accomplishment.

Often terminology is key to knowing
if testers need help. If people are
talking jargon and the testers can’t
follow, the testers probably need some
(ideally quick) education. Scheduling
short, informal one-on-one meetings
with team members can help. Each
tester can create a personal glossary,
customized to the local terminology,
and continually update it with words
and phrases as learning continues.
Not only will this help individual
participants remember key phrases,
but you can compile it into a single,
useful resource for future new
hires. Storing this information in a
wiki offers 24/7 access to users as
appropriate and provides transparency
as well.
Whom testers approach depends on
what kind of knowledge they seek.
Business analysts typically converse
with business owners, gather the
information they need, communicate
it to the team and document it in
a set of requirements. (Depending
on the methodology used, this
might be a traditional requirement
specification document or agile-type
post-it-note stories). The tester can
learn not just the functionality, but
also the reasoning behind it, what
the assumptions are, who needs it for
what, and if there are any compliance
rules that must be satisfied. Business
analysts are the ones who know how
the application is supposed to work,
and why.
On the flip side, things in practice
don’t always work as intended.
Become friendly with the operations
staff, also known as product support,
because these are the people who
make sure things are running
smoothly, and they’re the first line
of defense when things break.
Because he or she is on the front
lines, so to speak, a competent
product support technician has already
mastered information that can provide
a meaningful context to your testing.

Real-Time Messaging
and Connectivity
Another commonality of financial
technology is that applications seldom
stand alone—they usually plug in to
larger systems such as marketplaces,
communication networks or streaming
data feeds. Software systems from
one firm can “talk” with those from
other, often competing firms. There
are many external parties with which
each system needs to communicate.
In this context, systems must
work quickly because trading in
the financial markets is a race
among rivals. Generally, the firm
that consistently executes orders at
better prices wins. Massive amounts
of data propagate through the system
at high speed, usually filtered through
a distributed architecture. Data flows
from external sources through the
system, where it intermingles and
undergoes analysis before appearing
on the user’s screen in real time.
“Market data” and “order flow”
are two common types of real-time
messaging in financial services.
Market data refers to the pricing
information for each security. Picture
the stock ticker that scrolls along the
bottom of the screen as you watch
business news on TV. Typically this
shows viewers the price of the last
transaction for each security, probably
on a 20-minute delay. For professional
traders, however, many more data
elements are necessary, including
quote data, not just trade data, because
the value of a security can change
hundreds or even thousands of times
between trades; this information is
vital to electronic trading systems.
Order flow messaging enables
electronic processing of transactions,
typically between two counterparties—
one buyer and one seller (processing
becomes more complex when dealing
through intermediaries). The Financial

Information eXchange (FIX) Protocol
messaging standard is widely used to
electronically communicate data about
financial transactions. FIX messages
are composed of delimited fields of tagvalue pairs, where each tag represents
a different data element. For example,
the following FIX snippet:
54=1|38=1000|55=ABC|40=2|44=6.13
instructs the user to:
“buy 1,000 shares of ABC stock at a
limit price of $6.13.”
Each piece of data in that order is
assigned to a predefined numerical tag.
Testing messaging and connectivity
revolves around the accuracy of the
data, variations of client configurations
and customizations, measuring
message latency and checking for
malformed or fraudulent messages.
Often, software simulators are used
to mimic the live counterparties or
data providers.
Counterparty certification of the
system design is typically done via
live structured walkthroughs, with
representatives from each party on
the phone running through end-toend scenarios. Testers in this context
should be comfortable searching
through logs, reconstructing system
behavior and explaining unexpected
results by reading back-end log files.
Types of real time messaging
systems include:
]Data feeds/market data/ticker plants
]Scrolling headlines/news services
]Order management systems/
electronic trading systems
]FIX and other messaging protocols
]Real-time calculations and analytics
]Real-time “on the fly” database
updates
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Load and Performance Testing
Buried in enormous amounts of data that
must be processed with ever increasing speed,
financial testers face a serious challenge
in ensuring their systems’ performance,
load and reliability while simultaneously
checking for bugs.

“ Thef aster
information
reaches the
decision makers,
the more
advantage they
have to beat the
competition.”

The faster information reaches the decision
makers, the more advantage they have to
beat the competition. The profitability of
some financial services is tied directly to the
speed of their systems, again underscoring
the tight relationship between business
and technology. Latencies once measured
in milliseconds are now measured in
microseconds, and the upper boundary of
system reaction time approaches the speed of
light. The term “colocation” is used when data
centers (aka server farms) are physically located
near the financial exchanges, so the smallest
fractions of seconds can be shaved off electronic
response times. As Kendall Kim explains in
Electronic and Algorithmic Trading Technology
(Academic Press, 2007), “The speed at which
market data can be processed can mean the
difference between a successful or unsuccessful
trade. Every firm that utilizes algorithmic
trading is looking for ways to reduce message
transmission delays and attain zero latency.”
Testing in this context can be compared
with “drinking from the firehose.” When you’re
testing your system connected to the exchange’s
test system, first set it up so data drips in.
Then, connect it to a full-strength production
line and see what blows up. Using data-feed
simulators, testers can control the input, such
as pumping data in sequential time increments
or real-time spurts. Playing back a recorded
data feed faster (e.g., 10+ times as fast as the
recording) provides comfort with the system’s
capacity to handle peak demands.
Where Do Agile and Exploratory
Approaches Fit In?
Agile approaches to software development
are slowly being adopted in financial services.
In 2005, at the second STiFS workshop,
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participants were asked where financial services
lie on an agile continuum from “very dogmatic”
to “very agile.” Responses were highly skewed
toward purely traditional approaches, with no
responses at all from the midpoint to the agile
side. Not surprisingly, essentially the same
question, asked recently in a LinkedIn poll
(http://polls.linkedin.com/p/70308/cinbx), shows
a subtle shift toward agility.
Exploratory testing is a good match for
many financial applications. As with other
real-time control systems, often the users
don’t know—and can’t know—what the
expected results are in advance. When run with
streaming market data, systems offer different
answers depending on different variables—
a situation that is difficult if not impossible
to recreate. For example, as a security gets
closer to expiration or maturity the value of
that security changes, as does other analytical
data associated with that asset. Running a test
on the security in the morning on a given day
may yield vastly different results from those
you’d get if you run the test at the end of that
same day, or the beginning of the month as
opposed to the end of the month.
Some systems have randomness purposely
built into their calculations, so test results
require sophisticated and challenging analysis
to determine if they’re correct. This makes
testing difficult with a traditional scripted
approach, in which the expected results are
neatly laid out and documented well in
advance of test execution.
Testing with an exploratory approach may be
a better bet. Testing consultant James Bach
describes a type of pattern analysis called
“consistency heuristics” (see Table 1), which
may be useful in determining if results are
questionable. Instead of making robotic
comparisons between the tester’s perceived
observations of the software and the test
designer’s assumptions of expected results,
consistency heuristics assists the tester to
evaluate function behavior through various
modes of thought.

The speed at which market data can be
processed can mean the difference between
a successful or unsuccessful trade. Every firm that
utilizes algorithmic trading is looking for ways to reduce
message transmission delays and attain zero latency.

Table 1: Consistency Heuristics
Consistence with purpose

Function behavior is consistent with its apparent purpose.

Consistence within product

Function behavior is consistent with behavior of comparable functions
or functional patterns within the product.

Consistence with history

Present function behavior is consistent with past behavior.
(NOTE: In this context, the exact opposite may or may not be true. Because of timing
and randomization issues, present function behavior may be purposefully inconsistent
with past behavior, and if it›s not, it may signal a problem.)

Consistence with comparable products

Function behavior is consistent with that of
similar functions in comparable products.

Source: “Rapid Software Testing” by James Bach. http://www.satisfice.com/rst-appendices.pdf

More to Come
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Testing Centers of

Excellence:
By Ross Collard

The Big

Picture

Following our February case studies on testing centers of excellence,
we explore TCOEs’ pluses and pitfalls to help you assess their potential for your organization.

t

est centers (often referred to as competency centers or
testing centers of excellence—TCOEs) are a promising
way to improve software testing, worth serious analysis
and consideration. They champion quality, though not
mindlessly at any price.
TCOEs provide testing and test-related services that are
more effective when delivered and managed from a central
source rather than by an individual, a project team
(or worse, two uncoordinated teams) or a department.
More than any other single contributing factor, the
leveraging of skills and knowledge is behind TCOE
success. From the perspective of a test lead or project
manager, the TCOE provides advice, testing skills and
test environments as needed.
Frankly, I dislike the term “TCOE” esthetically (it’s clumsy)
and because it seriously misrepresents the state of testing.
I use it because it’s the most common name for an entity
worth discussing, though I prefer simply “test center.”
To claim excellence is presumptuous, especially when
we don’t know what a state of excellence is and if we’ve
reached it.
I doubt software quality will be well understood
for years: This is prerequisite to a meaningful definition
of testing excellence. On the other hand, the name TCOE
is attractive because it implies optimism and a desire to
reach for the stars.
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This article is devoid of examples, partly because clients
require confidentiality in situations where I’m an insider and
close enough to know what’s happening in their test centers.
In situations where I’m an outsider, I’m not constrained by
nondisclosure agreements, but also not sufficiently familiar
to verify an enterprise’s TCOE success.
Every TCOE contains tradeoffs and compromises, every claimed
success has its detractors and every failure its defenders. Success
is a matter of perspective and judgment—opinion, not fact—as
today’s software metrics aren’t sophisticated enough for the task
of evaluation. But that’s another article!

Why all the talk about test centers now?
Perhaps in response to bug infestations, their corresponding delays
and cost overruns, testing centers of excellence are coming into
fashion. These centers are promising—enthusiastic advocates say
highly so—as a way to improve quality in an organization.
The idea behind test centers is simply to improve quality and
reduce delivery time and cost by:

]Making smarter use of human resources.
[Leveraging the knowledge of scarce test and quality experts.
[Upgrading both business knowledge and technical skills
(upskilling) through hiring, training and transfers.

[Raising test productivity through empowerment, improved
respect and morale.

[Providing a cohesive approach to becoming better organized.
]Using test resources (tools and facilities) more intelligently.
[Centralizing and coordinating activities where it makes

sense—e.g., sharing specialized test facilities that otherwise
might sit idle at times.

[Increasing the amount and coverage of automated testing

where appropriate, including increasing the re-use of
automated tests and decreasing test maintenance overhead.
Unintelligent test automation is no panacea.

]Bringing attention to opportunities and risks.
[Championing quality.
[Raising awareness of test issues and opportunities.
[Advocating more effective practices.
[Proactively tackling quality and testing issues.
A test center is not necessarily required to achieve these benefits,
but the anecdotal chatter closely links TCOEs to them.

Services Provided
TCOE services take many forms: promoting effective
test practices, encouraging cooperation between test
groups and consistency across projects, and coordinating
the use of shared resources, such as specialized test labs.
Do businesspeople and testers work side by side in TCOEs,
typically sharing space? Are most test centers offsite/offshore?
Are they bigger than typical company labs? In the infamous
words of testers everywhere: “It depends.”
The broad range of TCOEs makes a common, one-size-fitsall definition difficult. Witty pundits say if an idea succeeds,
it must be an inherent part of a TCOE; if unsuccessful, it’s
obviously incompatible with the TCOE concept.
Centralization/decentralization decisions are the keys to
TCOE design, and determine which services are located
in the test center. Developing a guideline for automated
testing in multiple areas of an enterprise, for example,
is more effective when centralized if the following
conditions are met:

]Automated test tools used in the multiple areas are the same.
]Repositories of existing automated test scripts are organized
into re-usable shared libraries.

]The test teams’ automation skills and learning capabilities
are similar.

]The test equipment and facilities are alike.
Examples of services that probably are less effective when hosted
by a TCOE (and thus centralized) are the coaching and mentoring
of geographically dispersed testers. Unlike typical training courses,
coaching works better one on one because it’s more personal.
Instructor-led training by contrast is oriented toward a group, either
physically together in a classroom or connected from remote sites.

Test Center Traits
Many test centers share the following characteristics:

]Test:
[Perform hands-on testing: Develop test plans, automate tests,

configure the test environment, run the tests and evaluate results.

[Support multiple projects and departments, with a variety
of business functions and technologies.

]Provide leadership:
[Coach testers and managers.
[Develop artifacts like guidelines, templates and checklists.
]Coordinate:
[Are enterprise-wide (or department-wide, in very

large organizations) rather than project-based, and
thus less transient.

[
Coordinate distributed but interdependent activities,

such as integration testing across projects and departments.

A vendor TCOE is external to the enterprises it serves. This test
center has its own goals and a direction not necessarily the same as
that of its clients. Some vendor test centers are essentially strategic
alliances and joint ventures; others are run by competitors who
are not entrusted with private or proprietary strategies, or by
organizations without the credibility to handle confidential data.
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TCOE Clients and Services: The Basics
Because a TCOE must be responsive to its clients, a service
perspective is critical. The clarity of the test center’s political and
marketing visions is essential, too: the center and its sponsors
must clearly understand who uses it and why. Ideally, the depth of
understanding includes the constituents’ values, style and success
factors, and which other entities compete in supplying services to
the same constituents. These visions and their imperatives shape
the test center.
Mapping clients to services. We can usefully describe a particular
TCOE by the relationships of its clients to the services they use.
We build a relationship table by: 1) identifying the center’s clients
or constituencies, 2) defining its catalog of services, 3) crossreferencing the clients to the services they use, 4) recording each
client/service relationship in the appropriate cell and 5) adding to
the appropriate cell the level of service to be delivered to the client.
These clients and services in turn drive how the TCOE is organized
and staffed.
If it sounds as though this mapping process is cumbersome and
tiring in a large organization, it is. In small organizations, it appears
to add little value, as anybody with influence “intuitively” knows
the relationships. Mapping is worthwhile in both large and small
organizations, because without a usable map we can easily lose
our way.
SLAs. A service-level agreement (SLA), negotiated between a
consumer and supplier of services, in this case the TCOE, specifies
the services provided and both parties’ expectations, priorities
and responsibilities. Virtually no small test centers have written
SLAs, because of the overhead to create and maintain them.
In my experience, about 20 percent of test centers in large
enterprises have SLAs.

Potential Benefits
Just as re-examining basic assumptions in any field can lead to
fresh insights, forming a test center can trigger an overhaul of the
organization’s whole approach to quality. For example, participants
might challenge a longstanding “not invented here” bias toward
building vs. buying applications, once creation of the TCOE has
shown that significant and successful change is possible.
What’s more, many testers feel they receive little respect—they
claim testing is a desirable career…if your alternative is flipping
burgers! Multitudes on the periphery of testing believe anyone
can test; it doesn’t require any specific expertise or education,
just common sense.
Many testers feel frustrated with the inertia in solving systemic
problems. Historically they haven’t been very effective in
proposing, justifying or implementing solutions, but arguably
they have become part of the problem, accepting huge test
efforts and daunting numbers of bugs as inevitable.
To be fair, testing is still a craft, not an engineering discipline
or science, but some testers apply mechanical “no-brainer”
rules rather than intelligent heuristics. Quality has multiple
dimensions besides functionality, such as usability, security
and recoverability, but testers often pay these little attention.
Within the test center’s more collaborative environment,
however, communication and empathy among executives,
managers and testers tend to improve—the business side
recognizes its dependence on competent testers and testers
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get the recognition they deserve. The upshot: morale and
productivity increase.
Leveraging Experience
Enlightened collaboration mixes local knowledge and global
expertise, with the TCOE supplying the latter. Estimation of test
time and cost is an example of the test center’s opportunities to
leverage skills.
The chore of estimating software testing is widely disliked. Even
experienced professionals and managers consider themselves
(correctly) incompetent estimators lacking adequate methods or
reliable input data, and fear (rightly so) they’ll be held accountable
for outcomes beyond their control. Early estimating is notorious
for leading to later embarrassments.
Most effective estimating is done by seasoned experts, who cannot
easily explain the heuristics they apply. Yet even these gurus have
vulnerabilities. For example, estimation is heavily data-driven, but
much of the data is subtle and subjective.
The TCOE can house an organized, homogenous repository
of historical project data accumulated across the enterprise,
to provide a foundation for better estimating. It also can serve
as the repository of expert knowledge about how to estimate.
Improving Efficiencies
While the direct costs of testing are more visible, such as sizable
test teams working frantically, probably more significant are
the corresponding delays in delivering systems and system
enhancements—and the drag they place on an organization’s ability
to respond to opportunities. Testing is perceived by many to take
far too long, miss too many bugs and bottleneck systems delivery.
Testing costs dominate software development, maintenance and
acquisition budgets, often consuming more than 50 percent of a
project budget. In other words, when software is built, removing
defects and getting it to work can double the cost. Lower-cost
alternatives like foreign test outsourcing and automated regression
testing are worth considering, though neither is guaranteed to
reduce costs.
Focusing on Quality and Consistency
You can’t test quality in. As a reactive back-end activity, testing
traditionally has contributed little to improvements in frontend activities such as system requirements. Movements like
requirements engineering, design patterns and agile testing have
helped blunt its impact, but the convention persists.
Although long daily travels to and from work aren’t ideal, most
people prefer a longer average commute with fewer variations to a
shorter average ride with extreme variations. TCOE involvement
in an activity across projects—for example, test estimation—tends
to provide consistency, fewer outliers and thus fewer surprises.
When it comes to functions like error messages and alert handling,
uniform design reviews mean fewer anomalies and special cases,
thus less complexity.
Moreover, the TCOE has a better chance than traditional project
teams of presenting a unified front, providing “one-stop shopping,”
and raising visibility and awareness, both internally and externally
to their enterprises.

Beware the Pitfalls
Is a TCOE no more than an idealist’s vision that’s impractical to
implement, or a promotional label for selling test services? The
answer depends in part on the enterprise’s expectations, and in turn

on its (and your) basic assumptions about testing—for example,
whether you believe these are the best or worst of times.
If the former, software testing is a maturing skill, and the main
TCOE challenges are organizational design, positioning and
management. The services are straightforward, there’s little need for
superhero testers. If the latter, as in a university scientific research
lab, organizational design is less important than recruiting and
developing great testers.

[
What services will the TCOE provide to each type of client?
[
How will trade-offs be made and priorities set?
[
How will your test center be funded?
[
Who’ll staff it?
]How will you migrate to the test center?
]How will you position and sell it?

Is the Glass Half Full…
The quality of software today is high, regardless of how you
measure it. The number of operational problems per user and per
hour of use, especially in high-risk situations, is already very low
and steadily becoming lower. Hard work and determination mean
that software quality will inevitably improve.

]How will you assess the effectiveness of your test center?

The numbers and consequences of software bugs are destined to
become vanishingly small. The field of software engineering has
already matured sufficiently for a prestigious association, the IEEE,
to publish the (admittedly imperfect) software engineering body
of knowledge (see http://www.computer.org/portal/web/swebok for
more information).

Once you’ve addressed these concerns, assess the situation.
Examine other enterprises’ success models and glean what
you can from them, benchmarking against other organizations,
even across industries, but don’t assume anyone else has the
right answers for you—that’s dangerously simplistic. You’re
unlikely to replicate another organization’s big wins because
contexts are never identical and isolating contributing factors is
difficult. Your company likely will never be another Microsoft,
Google, Goldman Sachs or HP, so don’t try to emulate those
companies, except in specific situations where you’re confident
a replanted idea will flourish.

…Or Half Empty?
Some people believe testing is dead easy—anybody, or any
automated testing tool, can do it. The truth is, anybody can do
disorganized testing, banging away on the keyboard until he or she
runs out of time, ideas, patience or energy. This approach demands
brawn, not brains.
We may be losing the war against the software bugs. Software
is messy, and bugs especially are not well understood: Defect
prediction tools and failure models are weak. Quality tends to have
many dimensions, such as usability, security and recoverability,
several of which often receive inadequate consideration in testing.
Failing to deliver quality on time is probably the single largest
problem software professionals face (followed closely by, and
often associated with, unpleasant last-minute surprises, such as
reductions in features delivered, incomplete testing and thus a
lower-quality product, and cost overruns). Spending 50 percent or
more of software budgets on testing and fixing remains common.

Prep Work
Before you attempt to put your organization’s TCOE wheels in
motion, do some due diligence. If you do not feel comfortable with
the answers to the questions below, or if you cannot get answers or
reasonable consensus on the answers, proceed with caution:

]Why is your organization forming this test center?
]What are your and others’ expectations?
[What problem(s) are you seeking to solve?
[How do you expect your TCOE to solve them?
[What are possible side effects, both good and bad?
]What’s the intended role of your test center?
[
Should your TCOE primarily support testing (e.g., coach
testers and advocate better prevention), but not test?

[Should it actively test?
]How will the TCOE provide services?
[
Who will your test center’s clients be?

[
Who’ll judge its success?
[
What reassurances or evidence do they expect?
[
What metrics will be put to use, and do they face any
credibility problems?

Finding your own way, of course, requires patience to explore and
learn, and tolerance to fail. And, of course, you need a clear set of
goals and objectives.
First, figure out your focus. Responsiveness is a desirable attribute
for any test center, but setting priorities and maintaining focus
is difficult when a center is highly responsive. While reacting
continually to demands keeps the center busy, much of the activity
evolves into unplanned troubleshooting. This doesn’t equate with
efficiency, and resources often are allocated disproportionately
to the noisiest petitioners. If record keeping is scant, as it often is
when speed achieved through low overhead takes precedence, it
becomes impossible to analyze where time has been spent. Set your
priorities and stay sharply focused on them.
Weight the pros and cons, too. The appropriate focus for a TCOE
is based on the trade-offs and relative values of benefits. Concrete,
achievable benefits are the primary drivers of the test center’s
objectives. Remember not to overlook intangible benefits, which
often dwarf measurable ones.
Identify your core competencies. How vital is a particular
function to the heart of the business? For example, imagine a firm
makes life-critical pacemakers. Validating new pacemaker designs
is a core competency; processing its own payroll is not. Logically,
testing should be weighted in favor of supporting pacemaker
design and related core competencies.
Set your style. Some test centers are detached and meditative,
staffed by policy wonks who ponder great questions like
how many software defects fit on the head of a pin. Nobody
understands them, nor wants to. Other test centers resemble
chaotically noisy, colorful bazaars. Some are deliberately
disruptive, so innovations can take seed. Others glide discreetly
under the radar, and are sensitive to the nuances of fitting in
with the enterprise’s culture and politics. Determine which
style best fits your situation.
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Related Concerns

Evaluating Your Test Center’s Success

Funding. Funding methods are as varied as any other aspect
of a TCOE. In my experience, about half of enterprises do not
record the details of how test center time is expended. Without
time reporting, chargeback schemes for reimbursement are
at best imprecise.

When it comes to TCOEs, measuring success (or lack thereof)
is tricky business. Metrics can lack credibility for a number of
reasons: suspicions of bias and data manipulation, doubts about
underlying assumptions and more. You may be monitoring the
wrong activities, based on a dubious model of how things work,
or the measurements may not be precise enough to provide
convincing evidence.

Some test centers charge back for services rendered, using cost
accounting based on esoteric formulas in SLAs. Others don’t
charge back, as they are considered part of corporate overhead.
A test center can be budgeted independently or funded
wholly or partly by contributions from clients, based on
usage, headcount taxes or other allocation methods.
The method of funding influences how services are provided,
often subtly, in ways that can be difficult to foresee.
Risks. Any significant innovation—and the TCOE often is a
bold vision—is likely to carry risk. Subtle risks include the failure
to share knowledge. Software engineers and test engineers may
not even see this hoarding as a potential hazard, but it is.
As Machiavelli observed, people resist change because they
misunderstand motives or feel threatened. Ripple effects of the
major intended changes may be unanticipated. However, the
biggest risk is likely to do nothing.

Test Centers:

Overlap…or overkill? Beyond testing, many TCOE activities
have the potential to overlap those of project management offices,
enterprise architecture and infrastructure groups, internal and
external auditors and so on. The larger the enterprise and the more
compartmentalized and hierarchical it is, the greater the potential
for overlap.

How to Make the Move

Meanwhile, the chasm between measurement and evaluation can
be huge. Evaluation boils down to reassurance: Do we trust the
evidence? Is it credible? Even plausible?
User satisfaction surveys can be invaluable to supplement bare
numbers stripped of context with qualitative information about
the context, without which the data can be easily misinterpreted.
Remember, test center success is largely subjective—no metrics
can spell out for certain whether a TCOE is meeting its intended
purpose, or precisely how it is or isn’t doing so. That’s where
customer feedback—and your expertise—come in. Q

For more in-depth coverage of this topic, read the extended
“how-to” guide. Contact the author at ross@rosscollard.com.

]What is the master schedule for migration?

Once your get (or give) the green light to create a testing
center of excellence for your organization—or perhaps as
part of your business justification for the project—you’ll
need a plan to ensure a smooth transition when the center
is ready to go live. Questions to consider include:

[What are the interim deliverables/major milestones?

]Do any TCOE-like groups exist within the organization?

[Which services are deployed to which clients, when

[If so, should these be merged into the new TCOE?
]What’s the overall strategy for migration of clients
and services?

[By clients or client groups, or by service groups
or some other approach?

[What are the migration sequence constraints,
interdependencies and priorities?

[Are SLAs required? If so, by when for each client?
]Are transfers or layoffs involved? If so, who’s

managing outplacement in each sovereignty?

[Are HR specialists required?
[How do the relevant labor laws of various
countries affect this process?
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Because parallel comparisons are impossible, the game becomes
a compromise using loose/tight fit. In which dimensions is
compromise more acceptable, with only a loose fit required? In
which dimensions is compromise less acceptable, with a tight fit
required?
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[What deadlines must be met?
[Who migrates when?
[Which resources do we assign to the test center, and when?
will they be available and at what service levels?

[What service-level agreements must be in place?
]Which pilot projects should be undertaken?
[How does each demonstrate proof of the TCOE concept?
[What interaction will each have with the nascent TCOE?
[What is the baseline (beginning scorecard) for each
pilot project?

]What upskilling, if any, is needed at each stage
of migration?

[What hiring and training is needed to support
the upskilling?

]Can you track—and assess realistically—the
migration progress?
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PRACTICAL PERFORMANCE

By Dan Downing

Breaking Out: Load Testing With Java-Based JMeter
The old saw “When all you have is a hammer, everything looks like a nail” bites even seasoned performance testers.
It can take a little prodding and an out-of-the-box idea to remember we have other arrows in our quiver.
I was reminded of this recently when a performance tester friend—let’s call him Paul—asked if I could help on a project,
load testing a mobile phone download manager. After expressing my immediate enthusiasm, I asked a series of pointed
questions that revealed the system’s essential architecture (see Figure 1).
Figure 1: Critical components

A back-of-the-envelope analysis
suggested that to apply load to the
download manager, the obvious path
was to use a tool that emulates wireless
session protocols and develop scripts
that simulate mobile phones browsing,
buying and downloading ringtones,
wallpapers and games.
My tool of choice for this project:
HP LoadRunner and its wireless access
protocol (WAP), with which I was both
familiar and comfortable. Could I get
access to the mobile access gateway
(MAG) and have a go at it?
The Plot Thickens

The answer, in a word, was no. The
constraints: 1) Other test activities
meant we couldn’t include an
appropriately configured MAG in our
test; 2) the number of mobile models
we’d need to simulate was about 100,
and there are significant differences in
browser interface between models; and
3) the project budget meant licensing
for LoadRunner, coupled with the
consulting fees, would be out of reach.
And, by the way, the customer’s initial
testing had revealed performance
issues that seemed to stem from the
download manager, so the client was
keen to eliminate other components and
Internet latency from our test and focus
strictly on the download manager.
Paul mentioned that the customer’s
senior architect had done his
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preliminary testing using Apache
JMeter, simulating http requests aimed
directly at the download manager.
Hmmm…we’d both been looking for an
excuse to try JMeter ever since a friend
at Google had shared her experiences,
mostly positive, using it to test Google
platforms. A quick discussion suggested
it would be relatively easy to obtain a
day or week’s worth of actual download
manager traffic, as the system was
already in limited production use. So
that settled that—time to have a look at
JMeter and a collection of weblogs!
The Good…

The download service vendor was eager
to isolate the location of the delays and
immediately sent several days’ worth of
weblogs to get us going. Paul crunched
them through his data analysis Perl
scripts and produced concurrency
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graphs that revealed traffic peaking at
about 45 concurrent sessions. We could
see that request headers contained the
handset model and billing number, and
that about 20 handsets were represented.
These logs provided the actual mobile
user navigation paths and actual browseto-buy ratios—no guesstimating or
oversimplifying. With creative graphing,
we derived realistic request pacing.
Delving into JMeter, I discovered that,
while it’s definitely not as full-featured
as LoadRunner, it would be able to
handle this project’s requirements.
Its terminology took some learning:
Thread Group is a script scenario,
Samplers are vuser request statements
supporting various protocols, CSV
Data Set is a parameter file and Uniform
Random Timer is the construct for
inserting randomized think-times.

We could send GETs and POSTs,
parameter-drive them, use a regular
expression extractor for correlating
dynamic session values from the
responses, configure http headers
with variables for handset “user agents”
and billing numbers, employ conditional
branching to support Samplers for
requests with different structures and
insert Listeners to capture timings.

Figure 2: Sample script

Overall, though, we seemed to be
at a reasonable starting point—we just
needed to work out how to turn weblogs
into request files that JMeter could
drive…and how to estimate the load
representing the full mobile population!
Figure 2 shows what a script looks like
in the JMeter UI.
The Bad…

We forged on, forewarned by
another colleague that we would face
frustrations. But what project doesn’t
have three very bad things that will
happen before you rest?
The biggest challenge we confronted
was the need to amass sufficient request
data to adequately represent the handset
population and variety of navigation
paths. The application encoded aspects
of the navigation path taken by the user
within the current session into URL
strings for subsequent requests, and this
in turn affected which requests were
serviced from server-side cache, so
realism and variety of navigation
were crucial.
Paul solved this by harvesting a few
days’ worth of weblogs, collecting a
transcript of each individual session
over the period with another of what I
call his “Perls of Wisdom” scripts. The
Perl script generated csv files containing
http requests in a format that could be
Dan Downing (ddowning@mentora.com) is co-founder
and principal consultant at Mentora Group, a tesƟng
and managed hosƟng company, and author of the
“5-Steps of Load TesƟng” methodology. Over the past
12 years he has led more than 200 performance
projects on applicaƟons from eCommerce to ERP, with
companies ranging from startups to global enterprises.

read by a generic parameterized JMeter
script that played back the sessions. It
soon was cranking out large numbers
of csv files, one per virtual user, each
containing a specified number of
requests. (These scripts may sound
like magic—or voodoo—but with
an understanding of Perl’s regular
expression syntax, depending on the
application, you can turn weblogs into
properly structured request streams for
your project, too.)
And the Ugly

Then came time to test. That’s when
we ran into a systemic limitation
of Java-based JMeter: vuser scalability.
We experienced something our
colleague at Google had warned us
about: A single JMeter instance can
drive only about 100 virtual sessions
before its own JVM heap management
runs amuck and causes JMeter to crash.
But we devised a workaround. We
figured out how many JMeter instances
we could launch on a single server, then
determined how many servers it would
take to drive our target load of 500 users
(10x the traffic represented by the pilot
subscriber population).

The answer: two quad-core 2-GB
Windows servers, configuring four
instances per server. Not bad.
Net-Net

Pushed to move beyond our comfort
zone, we not only worked within the
project constraints and satisfied the
customer requirements, but we learned a
new open source tool, polished our Perl
skills and found a practical way to skin
the proverbial cat. All in a day’s—well, a
few weeks’—performance testing work.

QFYI
JMeter is one of the Apache Software
Foundation Jakarta Project’s Java-based
open source solutions.
] You can find general information
about the Jakarta Project at http://
jakarta.apache.org/.
] For specifics about JMeter, go to http://
jakarta.apache.org/jmeter/index.html.
] The JMeter user’s manual is at http://
jakarta.apache.org/jmeter/usermanual/
index.html.
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